
df760 7-inch Digital Picture Frame
Make sharing your memories fun

The df760, a sleek digital picture frame, brings fun to 

sharing photos and videos with family and friends.  Just 

select photos and music and turn them into an animated 

slideshow with the Photo Show feature. Use the Vivid Photos 

feature to enhance the edges, color, brightness, and contrast 

of your pictures.  You can view home videos captured by 

your digital camera or camcorder. For added convenience, 

check the time and date anytime with the built-in alarm clock 

and calendar display.

Great picture quality

Featuring an 800 x 600 high resolution LCD screen, 

the df760 displays photos in amazing colors. Turn 

on the Vivid Photos feature to enhance the edges, 

color, brightness, and contrast of the pictures.

Multimedia entertainment

The df760 brings fun to sharing photos and videos 

with friends and family. With its Photo Show feature, 

the df760 can turn the photos and music you select 

into an animated slideshow.  You can also share 

your home videos recorded with your digital camera 

or camcorder.    

Clock and calendar display

The df760 can display a monthly calendar and 

digital clock. You can choose from three different 

modes; a monthly calendar and digital clock with a 

photo slideshow, a special four-quadrant display with 

two slideshow windows, monthly calendar and a 

clock, or just a date & time displayed with a photo 

slideshow.  

The df760 digital picture frame comes equipped with 

sort, and save your desired photos in different 

albums making it easy for you to select which set of 

pictures you’d like to view or share.    

Programmable power on/off

The df760 digital picture frame provides the 

convenience of programming it to turn on and off at 

the times you choose. Set the digital picture frame to 

display photos when you’re at home and turn it off 

when you’re away or asleep. With this useful 

function, you do not have to worry about excessive 

electricity consumption.   
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df760 Digital Picture Frame

Model#

Screen size

Aspect ratio

Resolution

Contrast ratio

Brightness

Memory card formats

File format

Music format

Video format

Internal memory

USB port

Power

Dimensions

Warranty

df760

7 inch

4:3

800 x 600

350 : 1

350 cd / m2

SD, SDHC, MMC, MS, xD

JPEG, BMP

MP3, WAV

Motion JPEG, MPEG1, MPEG4

2GB

AC adapter, 5V / 2A

202.6 x 167.1 x 22.0 mm (8.0 x 6.6 x 0.9 in)

Two years limited hardware warranty from date of purchase

SPECIFICATIONS

Questions about the HP Digital Picture Frame?

Look us up online at http://www.hp.com 
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